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HOG Heaven
on Park Street
A Bungalow for a New Age

E

ven brand new homes tell age-old stories because
innovation is built upon the tried and true. A square is a
square is a square, but artists learn rules to bend them.
During the mid-1800’s, for example, in contrast to the
opulence of the Victorian era, architect William Morris helped
popularize the bungalow style, which was born of the Arts and
Crafts movement. Morris specified elements like stone-clad
walls and post and beam construction. He deliberately exposed
the forms and incorporated tile, glass, and metal using natural
hues and straight lines.

Flash-forward to 2017 and the home of Dan Harbison and
Carmen Calvert located in downtown Bowling Green. The site
at 942 Park Street offered builder Kelly Arnold of Gemini Homes
and decorator Vickey Grimsley the perfect opportunity and
the ideal clients to build a more contemporary version of the
Craftsman style popularized over a century ago.
Draftsman Kevin Yaste is Arnold’s go-to guy for blueprints
because of his ability, his flexibility, and his skill at managing
any unexpected challenges. Working together the entire team—
builder, decorator, draftsman and homeowners—collaborated

TOP LEFT: Ford’s Furniture provided many of the home’s comfortable seating and accent
pieces. While decorator Vickey Grimsley selected the finishes. Above, the great room
features vaulted ceilings and offers a visual connection to the porte cachere.
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RIGHT: The custom fireplace of stainless steel is the showpiece
of the home’s living area.
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TOP RIGHT: As visitors enter the home, a wine cabinet made from intersecting
hardwoods creates a dominant visual and a promise of things to come.
Throughout this bungalow, the finish details make for unique conversation pieces.
MIDDLE WITH INSET: Builder Kelly Arnold wasn’t content to enclose the area below
the stairs. Instead, he added this dry bar with a barn door in the mission style.
Hog fencing was used for the balustrade on the stairs.
BOTTOM: It’s good advice, stay awhile. Enjoy the ambiance of this cozy guest room.
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In the kitchen, the homeowners love the faux wood tile
across the backsplash. Its made to look like an painted wall
with a worn patina.
In this space, Bluegrass Cabinets built the Shaker style
above which are finished in Nature’s Essential. The lower
cabinets contrast in Briar with a black glaze.
The countertops are Akoya Quartz. Frigidaire appliances
were sourced at Ferguson Enterprises.
A creative decorator added unique finishes like chicken
wire fencing to display copper utensils and plumbing pipe
to support reclaimed wood shelving in the pantry.
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The Master Bath features a glass front shower from
Homeworks and dual head faucets from Delta. Tile
Trends was the source of the oversized ceramic tile.

The home features main-level living including this master suite.
The guest bedroom is located at the front of the house.

This custom-made bistro set serves as
additional seating in the movie room.

Upstairs in the movie room catch a glimpse of the handrail used on the stairs.
The simplicity of using ordinary plumbing pipe put the fun in functional.

to create a fully custom project.
They wanted a charming, inviting,
stunning new home in the historic area.
It had to fit in and it had to stand out.
An original stonewall on the downtown
property was left intact to anchor the
exterior palette. They incorporated stone
pathways and used stacked stone pedestals
to help establish the foundation. Hardy
Board siding strikes a balance between
the height of the two-story home, and the
horizontal orientation that is a hallmark of

the bungalow style.
The circulation begins with a shaded
front porch that offers a bird’s-eye view of
the street below. At around 2400 square feet,
the home is not large but it feels big thanks
to its open concept and the exterior spaces
that expand the footprint.
The main level features an inviting foyer
that leads directly to the kitchen. A guest
bed and bath is situated at the front of the
house, while the master suite is across
the back. A compact and functional “dry
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Reel to real—What started as a spec home
was quickly adopted, customized, and
personalized by the enthusiastic owners.
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A stonewall across the property anchors the façade.
Here, the decorator specified Weathered Wood
roofing, Edgewood brick in Crest Queen and a
Hardy Board siding in a deep brown to contrast
against crisp white trim.

Lighting is an essential part of a successful Craftsman home, and this is no exception. Lantern
style porch lights and exposed woods on the ceiling offer warmth and rugged styling.

Builder and client first worked together at another location when the homeowner wanted a man-cave for
motorcycles and memorabilia.

Overhead Door of Bowling Green provided the bay access to
the garage. The open panels allow natural light into the space.
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Dark colors and a fully stocked bar make
for cool style where the Party Starts in Five
Minutes.

bar” beneath the stairwell adds visual
interest while wooden beams recessed
into a niche in front form a wine-rack to
display and share. It’s an inviting element
in a home where the party it’s promised,
starts in five minutes.
There is a wrap-around kitchen
with a “whitewashed” tile backsplash.
Beyond the kitchen, the pantry features
shelving made from plumbing pipes and
reclaimed barn wood. In the great room,
a vaulted ceiling unites two living spaces
and makes for plenty of natural light.
A dramatic focal point is the fireplace,
which looks almost like worn burnished
leather but is constructed from sheets
of metal and offset with a cantilevered
mantle in a slightly contrasting tone.
Exposed rivets lend an industrial
vibe and an open firebox makes the
unadorned style even more pronounced.
Much of the home’s appeal comes
from the way exterior spaces are
incorporated into the blueprint. In back,
passing through a furnished sitting
porch, which overlooks a private patio
space, the “man-cave” features bay doors
for easy access to a portico planned as
part of the backyard landscape.
Harbison had worked with the builder
on an earlier project and was eager to
roll up his sleeves on this one. He says
Grimsley was also wonderful to work
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with. Rather than pull the reigns, the
homeowners found themselves saying,
“let’s try it.”
They were all in even when the
creative decorator suggested such
unconventional architectural details as
chicken wire facing on floating cabinets,
or a balustrade comprised of hog fencing,
and a bannister made from an extended
length of ordinary plumbing pipe
mounted onto a cedar plank.
“Isn’t this cool?” Harbison says again
and again as he moves from one room to
the next. He and his builder are engaged
in an informal tour, even as the finishing
touches are being added to the exterior
landscape and pictures are being hung in
preparation for the photo shoot and the
upcoming Parade of Homes.
At one point in the conversation,
there is some confusion whether the
stairs are made from goat fencing or hog
fencing. “Is there a difference?” Harbison
wonders aloud.
Of course, Grimsley already had the
answer. Naturally, the decorator specified
the thicker gauge wire not just for safety
but also for scale. And fortunately the
creative team had already addressed
the distinction between goat and hog
fencing. Harbison just knows he likes it.
Which is good because a square is a
square is a square but at the end of the
day, this is home.
For more images of the feature home visit:
www.bgdailynews.com/special_sections

BG Fireplace & Grills was the source of the outdoor accessories and the landscaping was a combined
effort between Alvaton Nursery and Iron Bridge Sod Farms

A back porch links the home to the garage. Half height
plantation shutters on the windows and a glass door help
integrate the space into the home’s footprint.

The red, white, and blue of the water tower on Reservoir Hill
is a reminder of the downtown locale. Across the backyard,
corrugated metal was used to build a privacy fence. Gemini
Homes is developing neighboring lots as well.
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A metal “rain chain” offers a literal
interpretation in this unique waterspout.
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